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Cycle simulations can incorporate proposed rheologies/processes 
– allowing us to validate models and test hypotheses using many 
different data (post- and interseismic crustal deformation, heat 
flow, coseismic rupture depth, seismicity, geology, etc.) and to 
predict of future system behavior.
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Current status of earthquake sequence models

Most SEAS (sequences of earthquakes and aseismic slip) simulations are in 
elastic solids, with coseismic rupture depth determined by frictional 
velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening transition [Mavko, ~1983; Tse
and Rice, 1986] but this is changing due to major opportunity to connect 
simulations with geologic observables like shear zone width, grain size, 
fabric, temperatures from geochemistry, stresses from piezometers, etc.

Inelastic behavior at all depths:
• upper crust: brittle fracture and activation of faults/microfractures in damage 

zone (continuum plasticity or explicitly represented secondary faults)
• lower crust and upper mantle: viscous flow from dislocation creep, diffusion 

creep, grain boundary sliding, etc.



Off-fault yielding in upper crust
plastic strain Yielding typically idealized through continuum plasticity 

(Mohr-Coulomb or Drucker-Prager), first in single-event 
dynamic rupture simulations and recently in SEAS simulations
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Kaneko and Fialko [2011] paired (elastic) SEAS simulation with 
elastic-plastic dynamic rupture simulation to examine shallow 
slip deficit
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SEAS simulations with plasticity
Erickson et al. [2017] elastic-plastic 
simulations (regularized as 
viscoplastic to ensure convergence)

plastic millistrain

strike-slip 
fault

does width of damage zone 
saturate after enough 
events? in later events, is 
response effectively elastic 
(“shakedown”) due to 
residual stresses?

red = 1 s, blue = 5 yr

possible CRM inputs: plasticity model and parameters



Viscous flow in lower crust and upper mantle
Two approaches to account for viscous flow in SEAS simulations:
1. Assume viscous flow occurs only within shear zone of fixed width (elastic outside, 

with shear zone treated as “interface” in solution of elastic problem) [Shimamoto
and Noda, 2014; Beeler et al., 2018]

2. Continuum viscoelasticity, but two variants:
a. Fault in elastic layer over (unfaulted) viscoelastic half-space [Kato, 2002; 

Lambert and Barbot, 2016] 
b. Viscoelasticity and fault everywhere, with naturally occurring transition from 

frictional sliding to distributed viscous flow [Allison and Dunham, 2018]

(and several other important studies that don’t quite fit into any of these approaches, e.g., Takeuchi 
and Fialko, 2012, with imposed earthquake slip in viscoelastic solid with thermomechanical effects)



Fixed width ductile 
shear zone approach

[Beeler et al., 2018]
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viscous flow laws converted to rate-strengthening “friction laws” 
using strain rate = ”slip velocity” / shear zone width



Coupled interactions between frictional and 
viscous deformation using simulations of fault slip 
in elastic layer over viscoelastic half-space

[Lambert and Barbot, 2016]

simulations reveal signature 
of viscous flow in postseismic 
crustal deformation data, at 
large distances from fault 
(typically interpreted as 
afterslip)



Related SEAS methodology allows prediction 
of brittle-ductile transition (BDT) 

fault “exists” at all depths, but slip is suppressed 
when viscous flow stress < frictional strength 

finite difference solution of viscoelastic problem 
permits spatially variable properties and rheology 

figure from Kali Allison, based on results from Allison and Dunham [2018]



Representative simulations
red = 1 s
blue = 10 yr

change in recurrence interval and 
slip/event indicates change in how 
seismogenic zone is loaded, though 
EQ nucleation depth and rupture 
depth is identical to elastic case

LAB 50 km, l = 0.37, w = 1 mAllison, 2018 PhD thesis



Ingredients for viscoelastic SEAS simulation

A (MPa-n s-1) B (K) n source

crust: feldspar 1.58 x 103 4.15 x 104 3 Rybacki et al. (2006)

mantle: olivine 3.6 x 103 5.77 x 104 3.5 Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003)

quasi-static 
equilibrium

Hooke’s law 
(with viscous 
strains)

power-law 
viscous flow

effective 
viscosity 
(depends on 
stress and 
temperature)

CRM can provide location-specific 
layer thicknesses, composition, 
and flow law parameters

(several representative 1D 
profiles are sufficient for 2D 
antiplane shear simulations)

+ rate-and-state friction on fault



Viscoelastic SEAS predicts lithospheric stress, which is different 
beneath faults than far away (due to differences in strain rate)

sxy, shear stress on 
planes parallel to fault

(MPa)

figure from Kali Allison, based on results from Allison and Dunham [2018]

steady statehigh strength fault root + force 
balance è unrealistically high 
stresses away from fault

improvement upon classic Goetze and Evans 
[1979], Brace and Kohlstedt [1980], etc., method



Stress distribution and BDT depends on assumed 
temperature distribution (à need CTM)

cooler geotherm

Moho

geotherms shear stress on fault and its deep extension

Moho

figure from Kali Allison, based on results from Allison and Dunham [2018]



But we might also need to account for thermal anomaly (temperature 
increase, relative to ambient 1D geotherm, from shear heating)

A (MPa-n s-1) B (K) n source

crust: feldspar 1.58 x 103 4.15 x 104 3 Rybacki et al. (2006)

mantle: olivine 3.6 x 103 5.77 x 104 3.5 Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003)

quasi-static 
equilibrium

Hooke’s law 
(with viscous 
strains)

energy balance (heat equation)

radioactive decay in upper crust

viscous shear heating frictional shear heating, distributed over shear zone of width w

power-law 
viscous flow

effective 
viscosity 
(depends on 
stress and 
temperature)

thermomechanical 
coupling



Representative simulations
red = 1 s
blue = 10 yr

change in recurrence interval and 
slip/event indicates change in how 
seismogenic zone is loaded, though 
EQ nucleation depth and rupture 
depth is identical to elastic case

heating and weakening of lower 
crust effectively eliminates deep 
aseismic fault creep, raising BDT 
so that it limits rupture depth

LAB 50 km, l = 0.37, w = 1 mAllison, 2018 PhD thesis



Shear heating creates thermal anomaly

LAB 50 km, l = 0.37, w = 1 m

thermal anomaly (DT relative 
to 1D ambient geotherm) 
created by
• frictional shear heating
• viscous shear heating

frictional shear zone width controls 
maximum temperature rise, but 
otherwise has little effect on results 

Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



Shear heating reduces effective viscosity in lower crust

LAB 50 km, l = 0.37, w = 10 m

changes in effective viscosity over cycle most 
pronounced in upper mantle, as found by 
Freed and Burgmann (2004)—but this is 
caused by stress nonlinearity of dislocation 
creep, not by thermomechanical effects

thermomechanical weakening 
most pronounced in lower crust

extreme viscosity reductions 
from coseismic frictional heating 
(short-lived and very localized)

every 5 yr

Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



Is it really necessary to resolve short-lived and small-scale (<1 m) 
thermal boundary layers in co- and postseismic periods?

NO! (except for maximum coseismic DT) 
This is because negligible viscous flow 
occurs over short time scales for which 
effective viscosity is highly reduced. 

However, it is essential to account 
for thermal anomaly DT from 
shear heating—but this can be 
done quite accurately using DT 
from a steady state calculation.

Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



Steady state thermomechanical simulations

0

Solve for slip velocity, viscous strain rates, 
and temperature—which are all assumed 
to be independent of time. Elastic strain 
rates are zero. Steady state rate-and-state 
friction is used (no state evolution).

But transition between frictional 
sliding and viscous flow is still 
determined as part of solution, 
not specified a priori.

Most important output of steady state simulation is thermal 
anomaly. We can then use this temperature, fixed in time, in 
a purely mechanical viscoelastic cycle simulation.

steady state cycle simulation

etc.

Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



Frictional and viscous flow contributions to shear heating are 
approximately equal, but concentrated at different depths

LAB 60 km, l = 0.37

decomposition possible due to linearity of heat equation

Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



Frictional and viscous flow contributions to shear heating are 
approximately equal, but concentrated at different depths

Of course, if we had dynamic weakening (i.e., low coseismic frictional resistance), 
then frictional heating contribution would be much smaller. LAB 60 km, l = 0.37Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



What are model predictions?
• slip histories
• rupture depth
• postseismic and interseismic deformation

• surface heat flux
• temperature distribution
• lithospheric stress

red dots = Parkfield data, compiled in Fulton et al. [2004]

[Allison and Dunham, 2018] Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



What other processes should be included?

hydrostatic p

pore pressure increasing pore pressure reduces thermal anomaly and deepens BDT

Allison, 2018 PhD thesis



With upward fault zone fluid flow, and strong 
dependent of permeability on effective stress, 
pore pressures will track lithostatic gradient

[Rice, 1992]

Just as utility of CRM is dependent 
on thermal model, perhaps we also 
need constraints on pore pressure, 
fluid production rates, etc.?

Near-lithostatic pore pressure will 
dramatically alter stress, thermal 
anomaly, etc., perhaps even more 
than flow law parameters in CRM



What other processes should be included?
shear zones

[Montesi, 2013]

fabric development reduces strength in 
both frictional and viscous flow regimes

“Samples with well-developed foliation are extremely 
weak… frictional sliding occurs along very fine-grained 
foliations composed of phyllosilicates (talc and smectite). 
When the same rocks are powdered, frictional strength is 
high” [Collettini et al., 2009]



Current viscoelastic simulations predict much 
wider viscous shear zones than observed

Salzach- Ennstal- Mariazell- Puchberg (SEMP) fault zone

At our study sites near the brittle- ductile transition…, we 
observe the SEMP to be highly localized at outcrops that are 
both dominantly brittle and dominantly ductile. Our study at 
the more shallowly exhumed… outcrop found the majority of 
strain to be localized within a 10–40 m wide brittle core [Frost 
et al. , 2009], while Cole et al. [2007] found the more deeply 
exhumed… shear zone had concentrated SEMP-related strain 
within a 100 m wide ductile/ductile-brittle shear zone. The 
SEMP reaches its greatest width in the Ahorn shear zone, 
where strain has been distributed within a 2 km wide mylonite
belt [Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008].

[Frost et al. , 2010]

[Rosenberg and Schneider, 2008]



Ideas for shear zones in CRM

Two possible approaches:
1. Allow simulations to self-consistently determine shear zone 

width and properties. CRM provides rheologies that include 
descriptions of grain size evolution, fabric development, 
weakening, etc. – but does not prescribe shear zone widths, 
grain sizes, etc., a priori.

2. CRM provides realistic shear zone widths, grain sizes, etc., 
to be used directly in simulation



Example of simulations with self-consistent grain size evolution –
providing predictions of grain size distributions and shear zone structure

50 µm

5 µm

Moho

work in progress by Kali Allison and Laurent Montesi

dislocation + (grain-size-
dependent) diffusion creepself-consistent 

grain size

uniform 
grain size

grain size set using empirical piezometer 
relations of form d = A*sdiff^-n, n > 0



Should we also provide friction model?

granite

gabbro

rate-and-state parameters influence stability, stress drop, rupture depth, etc. – and 
there are clear dependencies on temperature and composition

[Mitchell et al., 2016] [Mitchell et al., 2015]



Relevance to CRM – and recommendations
SEAS simulations, of the type shown here, will take CRM as input and output
• earthquake histories (recurrence intervals, rupture depth, stress drop, 

maybe even ground motion if 3D with inertia)
• extent of microseismicity (either explicitly or approximately)
• post- and interseismic crustal deformation
• heat flow and thermal structure
• width and strain within viscous fault roots

But in addition to bulk rheology, we must also devote attention to
• diffusion creep, grain size evolution, transient rheologies
• fabric development and foliation
• pore pressure and effective stress
• frictional parameters

All of which will benefit from SCEC’s multidisciplinary collaborations!


